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ABSTRACT Transmembrane location of the retinal chromophore in the purple membrane of Halobacterium halobium
was investigated in three different systems in which excitation energy transfer between the chromophore and external
dye molecules condensed on the membrane surfaces was observed. In system ii, the energy donor was the retinal
chromophore converted in situ to a fluorescent derivative. The fluorescent membranes were embedded in solid
cobalt-EDTA, which served as energy acceptors. System iii was similar to system ii, except that the acceptors were
tris(2,2'-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) complex in solid form. The positively charged ruthenium complex had a radius of 0.7
nm, whereas the cobalt complex in system ii was smaller (radius -0.4 nm) and negatively charged. System iv was
stacked sheets of native purple membrane with interspersed ruthenium complex; energy transfer from the luminescent
ruthenuim complex to the native retinal chromophore was observed. The energy transfer rates in these three systems,
and in two additional systems already described (Kouyama, T., K. Kinosita, Jr., and A. Ikegami, 1983, J. Mol. Biol.,
165:91-107), were all consistent with a location of the retinal chromophore at a depth of 1.0 ± 0.3 nm from a surface of
the purple membrane. All the analyses in the present work involved an assumption that contacts between the external
dye molecules and membrane surfaces were maximal; the depth values obtained cannot be underestimates. The
chromophore therefore must be outside the middle one-third of the thickness, -4.5 nm, of the purple membrane.

INTRODUCTION

Bacteriorhodopsin, the sole protein constituent of the pur-
ple membrane of Halobacterium halobium, functions as a
light-driven proton pump. The molecular mechanism of
the pump action has been the object of intensive studies
(for reviews, see, e.g., Stoeckenius and Bogomolni, 1982;
Dencher, 1983; Stoeckenius, 1985).

Knowledge about the structure of bacteriorhodopsin is
essential for the understanding of the mechanism. The
amino acid sequence is known (Ovchinnikov et al., 1979;
Khorana et al., 1979). Retinal, the chromophore of the
protein, is bound at lysine 216 via a Schiff base linkage
(Lemke and Oesterhelt, 1981; Mullen et al., 1981; Bayley
et al., 1981; Katre et al., 1981). In the purple membrane,
bacteriorhodopsin molecules form a two-dimensional crys-
talline lattice (Blaurock and Stoeckenius, 1971). The
three-dimensional structure of bacteriorhodopsin has been
revealed in an electron microscopic study by Henderson
and Unwin (1975). According to their model, the protein
consists of seven a-helices running nearly perpendicularly
to the surface of the membrane. The retinal chromophore,
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however, could not be resolved in the electron density map
or in subsequent images at higher resolutions (Hayward
and Stroud, 1981; Agard and Stroud, 1982).

Determination of the disposition of retinal in bacterio-
rhodopsin is of twofold importance. First, the chromophore
is the site of the primary event(s) in the pumping cycle.
Isomerization of retinal from all-trans to 13-cis occurs
early in the cycle (Pettei et al., 1977; Tsuda et al., 1980;
Braiman and Mathies, 1982; Hsieh et al., 1983) and the
Schiff base proton is released at an intermediate stage
(Lewis et al., 1974; Terner et al., 1979). Second, locating
retinal helps establish correspondence between the known
amino acid sequence and the three-dimensional structural
data, since the binding site in the sequence has already
been identified.

Fluorescence energy transfer (Forster, 1965; Stryer,
1978) is a useful tool for studies of the chromophore
disposition. Kouyama et al. (1981 b) have determined the
in-plane geometry of retinal in the purple membrane by a
"crystallographic" analysis of energy transfer. The most
probable location and orientation suggested in the study
have been supported by recent neutron diffraction studies
(Jubb et al., 1984; Seiff et al., 1985). In a subsequent study
by Kouyama et al. (1983), which we refer to as paper I, the
transmembrane location of retinal was investigated with
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energy transfer techniques. The study suggested that the
chromophore was situated at a depth much less than the
thickness of the purple membrane. A fluorescence energy
transfer study by Tsetlin et al. (1983) also pointed to a
similar conclusion. These results, however, are not consis-
tent with an earlier neutron diffraction study (King et al.,
1979), which has indicated a central location. A cross-
linking study by Huang et al. (1982) has also suggested a
central location.

In paper I Kouyama et al. attempted to determine the
"distance of closest approach" (Thomas et al., 1978)
between donors in the membrane (the retinal chromophore
converted in situ to a fluorescent derivative) and acceptors
external to the membrane. The analyses involved an
assumption, among others, that the distribution of accep-
tors in the external space was uniform. Thus one could
argue that the actual distribution might have been dis-
torted and have yielded an erroneously small depth value
for the location of the chromophore. The analyses by
Tsetlin et al. (1983) also depended on assumptions. Here
we report a novel approach that can set an upper limit to
the depth value: We attempted to push external dye
molecules, by drying, against the membrane surfaces. In
the analyses we assumed a priori that the maximal contact
between the dye molecules and membrane surfaces was
realized. Such an analysis may overestimate, but never
underestimate, the depth value. We investigated three
independent systems in which the chromophore acted both
as a donor and as an acceptor. The altogether five different
systems, including the two in paper I, have given a
consistent answer that the retinal chromophore is at a
depth of 1.0 + 0.3 nm from a surface of the purple
membrane. Careful examination of the assumptions
involved in the analyses leads us to conclude that the
chromophore must be outside the middle one-third of the
transmembrane section.

THEORETICAL

A. Excitation Energy Transfer via the
Forster Mechanism

In a system containing N donors and M acceptors, the
intensity F(t) of donor fluorescence after a pulsed excita-
tion at time t = 0 is given by

F(t) ±fYx(±.k )jt1()
N i- l TD j- I )]

where 1TD is the excited-state lifetime of the donor in the
absence of acceptors, and kO1) is the rate of energy transfer
from donor i to acceptor j. If we assume the Forster
mechanism (Forster, 1965), ktr is given by

ktr = (K2/TD) (Ro/R)6. (2)

Here K2 is the orientation factor defined by

K2= [(ED - AA) -3(ED - R)(AA * R)/R2]2, (3)

where ED and AA are unit vectors along the emission
transition moment of the donor and the absorption transi-
tion moment of the acceptor, respectively, and R is the
vector connecting the donor and acceptor. The value of K2
ranges between 0 and 4. The constant Ro in Eq. 2
represents the efficiency of the resonance interaction, and
is given by

Ro = 8.785 * 10-25n 4QD fD(X)EA(X)X4 dX/ffD(X) dX, (4)

where n is the refractive index of the medium, QD is the
quantum yield of the donor emission in the absence of
acceptors, fD is the quantum emission spectrum of the
donor, (A is the extinction coefficient (in M` cm-') of the
acceptor at wavelength X (in cm), and the unit of Ro is
centimeter. Note that our Ro slightly differs from the
common definition (Stryer, 1978) in which K2 is included.
The intensity decay F(t) in Eq. 1 is generally non-

exponential, since the sum of transfer rates ( ktjO)) is
different for different donors. The simplest way of analysis,
then, is to look at the initial rate of the (normalized) decay
where all the transfer rates make unbiased contributions:

EI dF(t)]
kd(0) =kd(Ot-,O _ _- d()kd(O)-kd(),o-F(t) dtJ t-o

1D N M

TD N i-I j-1

[1 N 2 )(j)] (5)

Under certain conditions, e.g., at the rapid diffusion
limit (Thomas et al., 1978; Kouyama et al., 1983; Kinosita
et al., 1987), the normalized decay rate kd(t) becomes
practically time independent, resulting in an exponential
decay. Otherwise kd(t) is a decreasing function of time t.
(Diffusion of donors and/or acceptors, whether rapid or
slow, does not affect kd(O).)

B. Energy Transfer from a Donor
to Acceptors in a Plane(s)

Consider a donor at a height of z above a plane. The plane
contains acceptors distributed either regularly or random-
ly. We calculate the initial decay rate kd(O) for an ensem-
ble ofN such pairs of a donor and acceptor plane, all with
the same donor height of z. We make the following
assumptions: (a) The Forster mechanism. (b) No correla-
tion exists between the donor position (and orientation)
and the acceptor distribution in the plane. (c) Orientation
of donor is random (applicable to system iv in Results), or
(d) orientations of acceptors are random (systems ii and iii
in Results).
Under the above assumptions, the average over donors in

Eq. 5, i.e., (1 /N) Xi, can be replaced by an integral:

N()()- [i(x2 + y+z2)3 |dxdyl(f dxdy), (6)
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where (x, y, z) are the Cartesian components of the separa-
tion vector R, and (K2)% iS the average over the orientation
of donor (c) or of acceptors (d):

(K2) =
I
+

(u R)2 (7)

Here A stands for AA for the case c and ED for d.
Performing integration in Eq. 6 and inserting the result
into Eq. 5 we obtain

kd(0) =[1 +4A (1 + cos2E)J, (8)

where 0 is the angle between A and the normal to the plane,
and A is the area per acceptor. If the value of 0 is not
unique, cos2 0 in Eq. 8 should be replaced with its average
value (1/3 for random orientations).

If each donor is associated with multiple acceptor
planes, all parallel to each other and meeting assumptions
a-c or d, then the initial decay rate kd(O) is given by a
modification of Eq. 8 in which the second term is now a
summation over planes with different z's. (Only those
planes with z comparable to or smaller than Ro are taken
into account.) In particular if the donor is between a pair of
parallel planes, one at a distance of z and the other at z',
then the rate is given by

TD [ 4A (4+ 2,4) 1+CS@] 9

C. Energy Transfer from a Donor to
Acceptors beyond a Boundary Plane(s)

If acceptors are distributed beyond a boundary plane that
is at a distance of z from the donor, and if (e) the acceptor
distribution is random along the direction normal to the
plane, then the initial decay rate is given simply by
integration of Eq. 8:

kd() = [1 + 4 RC( + cos2e)f 4_]

1rlWROC(+Cos1 (10)
TD [ 1 2 Z3 (l+C )]' (l)

where C is the number of acceptor molecules per unit
volume.

If the donor is between a pair of parallel boundary
planes, at distances z and z', beyond which acceptors are
distributed at a concentration C, then the rate is given by

kd[0 12 oc(R 3 + z,3)( + COS
).( )

Both theoretical and experimental aspects of excitation
energy transfer in layered donor-acceptor systems have
been developed by Kuhn and co-workers. The present

study is an extention of the pioneering work reviewed in
Kuhn et al. (1972).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparations
Purple membranes of Halobacterium halobium, strain RIM,, were
prepared according to Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius (1974).
The retinal chromophore in the purple membrane was converted to a

fluorescent derivative as described (Peters et al., 1976; Schreckenbach et
al., 1977; Kouyama et al., 1981b). Purified purple membranes were
reduced with 1.0% (wt/vol) NaBH4 (pH 8.9) at OOC under illumination
with orange light (500-600 nm) from a 700-W projector. After the purple
color disappeared, the membranes were washed with cold water. The
reduced membranes in water were then exposed at 0°C under nitrogen
flow to ultraviolet light (408 nm) from a 500-W Hg lamp until the
characteristic absorption spectrum developed fully.

Cobalt(II)-EDTA (Co-EDTA) was purchased from Dojin Co., Ltd.
(Kengun-cho, Kumamoto, Japan) and a fresh solution (500 mM, pH 8.9)
was made. Tris-(2,2'-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) complex [Ru(bpy)3CI2]
was synthesized and purified by Dr. Masao Kaneko at the Institute of
Physical and Chemical Research. It was dissolved in water at 5 mM.

Samples for fluorescence measurements were prepared by mixing a

concentrated aqueous suspension of purple membranes, either native or

reduced, with a solution containing desired substances; the final concen-
tration of bacteriorhodopsin was 0.02-0.1 mM. A drop of the mixture was
dried on a 11 x 22-mm coverglass slowly under reduced pressure and then
in vacuo. In some experiments, the mixture was briefly sonicated with a

bath sonicator (Laboratory Supplies Co., Inc., Hicksville, NY) before
application to the coverglass. The sonication, intended to ensure complete
mixing, did not affect the results. The mixture of reduced membranes and
excess ruthenium complex was dried quickly in vacuo at about 500C to
minimize segregation of the two substances.

Fluorescence Measurements

Decay of fluorescence intensity after pulsed excitation was measured with
a single-photon-counting apparatus (Kinosita et al., 1981). The excitation
source was a free-running discharge lamp filled with high-pressure
hydrogen. The coverglass was mounted in the sample chamber so that the
excitation beam fell on the dried purple membrane film with an angle of
incidence of 450. Emission at a right angle to the incident beam was
detected through the rear surface of the coverglass. In most experiments
the detector was an R943-02 photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu Photo-
nics Co., Ltd., Hamamatsu, Shizuoka, Japan) operated at - 200C. Fast
decays were measured with a two-stage multichannel-plate photomulti-
plier tube (R1564U-01 kindly lent by Hamamatsu Photonics), which
gave a measured lamp profile with a full width at halfmaximum of 0.8 ns.
For the measurement of the fluorescence of reduced purple membranes,
the excitation monochromator was set at 382 nm with a bandpass of 8 or
12 nm, and two Hoya U-360 filters (Hoya Glass Co., Ltd., Tokyo) were
used to reduce stray light. Emission between 485 and 520 nm was selected
by a broad-band interference filter (Koshin Kogaku Co., Ltd., Kanagawa,
Japan), two Fuji-Film SC46 filters (Fuji-Film Co., Ltd., Tokyo), and two
Hoya C-500 filters. The ruthenium complex was excited at 450 nm with a
bandpass of 12 nm. A short-pass filter with a cut-off of 480 nm (Ditric
Optics Inc., Marlboro, MA), two Hoya B-460 filters, and a Hoya C-500
filter were placed in the excitation beam. Emission above 600 nm was
observed through two Fuji-Film SC56 filters and a Fuji-Film SC60 filter.
Time constants characterizing the emission decay were determined with a
least-square deconvolution program.

Emission spectra were measured with the same apparatus operated as a
photon-counting spectrofluorometer. Excitation source was a 1 50-W
xenon lamp. A Jobin Yvon (Longjumeau, France) monochromator was
placed before the photomultiplier tube, and the spectra were corrected
with a standard tungsten lamp as a calibration source.
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Quantum yield of ruthenium emission was estimated with rhodamine B
in ethylene glycol as a standard. Quantum yield of the standard was
assumed to be 0.89 (Weber and Teale, 1957). Refractive index of
ethylene glycol was taken as 1.43.

All fluorescence measurements were made at 200C.

Estimation of Ro
The characteristic distance, Ro, for energy transfer was calculated from
Eq. 4. The extinction coefficients, E(X), of the dark-adapted purple
membrane and Co-EDTA were taken from Kouyama et al. (198 lb). The
extinction coefficient of the ruthenium complex in dried film was assumed
to be the same as that in solution (E[456 nm] = 13,600 M-1 cm-'
[Kurimura et al., 1982]), since the excitation spectra were similar to each
other. The refractive index, n, in Eq. 4 was assumed to be 1.4.

Reliable estimation of the quantum yield, QD. could be made only in
suspension systems. We estimated QD in dry systems by assuming the
proportionality between QD and the lifetime TD; the latter was measured
accurately in both systems. For the emission from the reduced purple
membranes in suspension, QD was determined to be 0.24 and TD 21.0 ns
(Kouyama et al., 198 lb). Measured TD in dried membranes of 19.7 ns (see
Results) thus led to an estimated QD of 0.23 for the reduced chromophore
in dried film. For ruthenium emission, QD in air-saturated aqueous
solution, estimated as described above, was 0.051, and TD was found to be
410 ns (data not shown). In contrasts, TD of the ruthenium complex
interspersed in between the reduced purple membranes, where energy
acceptors were absent, was 1,250 ns (see Results). Thus QD of the
ruthenium complex in membrane stack was assumed to be 0.16. The
longer lifetime in dried membranes may be due to protection from oxygen
quenching, since the lifetime in aqueous solution also became longer upon
deaeration.

X-ray Measurement
Diffraction from the purple membranes dried on the coverglass was
measured with an x-ray camera equipped with a position-sensitive
detector (Furuno et al., 1983). The coverglass was mounted on a second
guard slit of the x-ray camera. To avoid the reflection of the first-order
diffraction at the glass surface, the glancing angle of the incident x-ray
was adjusted to -10.

RESULTS

Fig. 1 summarizes the basic diagrams and results of the
present experiments (systems ii, iii, and iv) together with

(I) ( i) (l) (iv) (v)

RB (nm) 1. 24 1. 24 3.05 4. 06 4. 90
DONOR RETINAL RETINAL RETINAL RuCbpy)3 RETINAL
ACCEPTOR CoEOTA CoEOTA Ru(bpy)3 RETINAL RETINAL

DIST. C. A. (mm) 1. 2±0. 3 0. 9< C1. 9 <2. 5 1. 8±0. 3 2. 8±0. 3
RADIUS (mm) 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.7 A - 0.5
DEPTH (nm) 0. 8±0. 3 0. 5c <1. 5 '1. 8 1. 1±0. 3 1. 1±0.3

FIGURE 1 Summary of the energy transfer experiments for the deter-
mination of the transmembrane location of the chromophore. The shaded
area denotes a transmembrane section of a purple membrane sheet. The
solid arrow represents the native chromophore, retinylidene-lysine, and
the open arrow the reduced chromophore, which is retroretinyl-lysine
(Peters et al., 1976; Schreckenbach et al., 1977). Vertical arrows indicate
the size of Ro compared with the thickness of the membrane.

those reported earlier in paper I (i and v). Below we
describe the details of the present results, and then com-
pare the five systems in Discussion. Validity of the assump-
tions involved in the analyses of the five systems is exam-
ined in Discussion.

System ii: Energy Transfer from the
Reduced Chromophore to Co-EDTA

The reduction of the purple membrane by NaBH4, fol-
lowed by exposure to ultraviolet light, converts the retinal
chromophore in bacteriorhodopsin into a highly fluores-
cent derivative. The conversion is made in situ, with no
indication of drastic changes in the chromophore disposi-
tion, protein structure, or the lattice structure (Stoeckenius
et al., 1979; Kouyama et al., 198 la, b; Tsetlin et al.,
1983).
The curve labeled - Co in Fig. 2 shows the fluorescence

intensity decay of the reduced membranes embedded in
Na-EDTA in dry form (mother solution, EDTA titrated
with NaOH to pH 8.9). The decay was exponential and
characterized by a lifetime 1'D of 19.7 ns. Dry mixture of
the membrane and Ca-EDTA gave the same result. When
the surrounding Na-EDTA or Ca-EDTA was replaced
with Co-EDTA, whose absorption spectrum fully over-
lapped with the emission spectrum of the reduced chromo-
phore, the fluorescence decay was clearly accelerated
(curve + Co) as a result of energy transfer.

Since the acceptors were in large excess (the molar ratio
of Co-EDTA to bacteriorhodopsin = 104), this system is
represented by diagram ii in Fig. 1 and corresponds to case
C in the Theoretical section. As is seen in Fig. 2, the
fluorescence decay in this system was almost exponential
despite the presence of acceptors distributed randomly.
Such is expected when the distance of closest approach z
between the donor and acceptor is greater than Ro and the

10 0

0-)
a)

a)

a)

l0o-

10-2

10-3
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

T i me (ns)

FIGURE 2 Fluorescence decay of the reduced purple membranes
embedded in solid Na-EDTA (- Co) or in solid Co-EDTA (+ Co). Dots,
experimental points; dashed lines, best-fit single-exponential approxima-
tion. Ex, profile of the excitation light pulse. EDTA/bacteriorhodopsin
molar ratio, 104.
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separation between acceptors is smaller than z. In this case,
many acceptors contribute a small fraction to the sum
2 k(r') in Eq. 1, none of them being dominant; the sum is
therefore practically the same for all donors i. Since the
radius of Co-EDTA, estimated from a space-filling model,
is only 0.4 nm and Ro of 1.24 nm is smaller than the
thickness of the membrane of -4.5 nm (Agard and Stroud,
1982), this system is not far off the above situation unless
the donor, the reduced chromophore, is situated immedi-
ately below a surface.
The apparent fluorescence lifetime T in the presence of

Co-EDTA was 13.6 ± 0.4 ns over Co-EDTA/bacteriorho-
dopsin ratios of (1 - 4) x 104. Equating 1/r with the
initial decay rate kd(O), we estimated the distance of closest
approach z from Eq. 11 under the assumptions a-e. The
term /Z'3 in Eq. 11 was assigned to the (minor) contribu-
tion from acceptors on the distal surface of the membrane:
z' = L + 2a - z where L (=4.5 nm) is the thickness of the
membrane and a (=0.4 nm) is the radius of Co-EDTA.
The tilt angle 0 of the reduced chromophore has been
estimated to be 670 (Kouyama et al., 198 lb). The acceptor
concentration C in the dry film, however, could not be
determined experimentally. We therefore set a higher limit
of 2.4 molecules/nm3, a value for a crystal of
NaCoEDTA. 2H20 (Weakliem and Hoard, 1959). A
lower limit may be set at 500 mM = 0.3 molecules/nm3,
the concentration in the mother solution. Thus we finally
obtain 0.9 nm < z < 1.9 nm. Subtraction of the radius of
Co-EDTA, 0.4 nm, yields a conclusion that the chromo-
phore is situated at a depth between 0.5 and 1.5 nm from a
surface of the membrane.

Note that the actual depth value is unlikely to be close to
the limiting values. The lower limit of 0.5 nm corresonds to
C = 500 mM, which is obviously too low. The nearly
exponential decay in Fig. 2 also renders small z values
unlikely. In contrast, the higher limit of 1.5 nm requires the
formation of microcrystals of Co-EDTA and at the same
time contact of all membrane surfaces with the crystal.
Crystal formation, however, will generally lead to segrega-
tion of, and/or interspacing between, the membranes and
acceptors.

System iii: Energy Transfer from the
Reduced Chromophore to Ru(bpy)3C12

The experiment and analysis in this system were basically
similar to those in system ii above. Dry films with the
molar ratio of Ru to bacteriorhodopsin of 2 x 102 were
examined; at higher ratios, emission from the ruthenium
complex interfered with the measurement of the fluores-
cence from the reduced chromophore.

Typical data are shown in Fig. 3. Since the extinction
coefficient of Ru(bpy)3C12 (maximal at 450 nm) was much
higher than that of Co-EDTA, Ro in this system was larger
and was 3.05 nm. The fluorescence decay was therefore
faster and required at least two exponential terms for an
adequate fit (curve ±Ru in Fig. 3).

1X?
4.)

Time (ns)

FIGURE 3 Fluorescence decay of the reduced purple membranes in the
absence (-Ru) and presence (+Ru) of solid Ru(bpy)3C12. Dots, experi-
mental; dashed lines (-Ru and +Ru), best-fit single-exponential
approximation; solid line (+Ru), best-fit double-exponential approxima-
tion. Ex, excitation light pulse. Ruthenium/bacteriorhodopsin molar
ratio was 2 x 102 for +Ru.

The initial rate of the decay estimated from the two-
exponential approximation was 1.4 ± 0.2 ns-' for the
samples examined. An upper limit of C is estimated at 1.2
molecules/nm3 from crystal data on a hexafluorophos-
phoate salt (Rillema et al., 1979). A space-filling model
showed that the radius of the ruthenium complex is =0.7
nm. Introducing these values into Eq. 11 (z' = 4.5 nm +
1.4 nm - z) we obtained an upper limit of the distance of
closest approach z of 2.5 nm. The chromophore should be
within 1.8 nm from a surface. This upper limit for the
depth is slightly higher than that in system ii above.
Probable explanations are the rather low acceptor/donor
ratio and the tendency toward segregation of the mem-
branes and the ruthenium complex during the drying
procedure (solubility of Ru[bpy]3C12 in water was below 50
mM). Lower limit could not be set in this system.

System iv: Energy Transfer from
Ru(bpy)3Ca 2 to Native Chromophore

The ruthenium complex embedded in between the reduced
purple membranes showed an intense emission around 620
nm upon excitation at 450 nm. The emission decay was
exponential with a lifetime TD of 1,250 ns (curve Red in
Fig. 4 A). Since the emission spectrum overlaps with the
absorption spectrum of dark-adapted native purple mem-
branes, energy transfer from the ruthenium complex to the
retinal chromophore is expected in a mixture of the
complex and native membranes. In fact we observed a
marked acceleration of the emission decay, as shown in
curveNat in Fig. 4A.
The nature of the ruthenium luminescence, whether

fluorescence or phosphorescence, appears controversial.
Here we simply assume n tt the interaction between the
excited ruthenium complex and the retinal chromophore is
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FIGURE 4 Luminescence decay of the ruthenium complex in between
native (Nat) or reduced (Red) purple membrane sheets. (A) Entire
decay; (B) initial portion. Dots, experimental; dashed lines (Red), best-fit
single exponential approximation; solid lines (Nat), best-fit triple- (A) or
double- (B) exponential approximation. Ex, excitation light pulse. Ruthe-
nium/bacteriorhodopsin molar ratio, 1.

of the Forster type and that the decay kinetics is given by
Eqs. 1-4. According to Harrigan et al. (1973), the emission
of the ruthenium complex at room temperature is predomi-
nantly from an excited singlet state, i.e., fluorescence.
To locate every donor, the ruthenium complex, immedi-

ately on the membrane surface, as diagrammed in Fig. 1 iv,
samples with a ruthenium/bacteriorhodopsin molar ratio
between 0.5 to 2 were prepared. X-ray measurements
showed that the purple membranes were stacked parallel
upon drying, as has been reported by Henderson (1975).
The emission decay in this system deviated markedly

from exponential, as is seen in Fig. 4, due presumably to a
random distribution of the donors along the surface of the
membrane. The initial 200 ns portion of the decay, how-
ever, could be adequately fit with two exponential terms as
shown in Fig. 4 B. (Data at 0-20 ns were discarded, since
the filter combination used did not block the scattered
stray light completely. The stray light, however, was weak

and did not distort the emission decay of the ruthenium
complex beyond 20 ns.) For samples with a ruthenium/
bacteriorhodopsin ratio between 0.5 and 2, the initial decay
rate kd(O), calculated from the two-exponential approxi-
mation, was within 0.022 ± 0.002 ns-'. A sample with a
ratio of 10 gave kd(O) of 0.017 ns-'.

Case B in the Theoretical section is expected to apply to
this system. Since the donors were sandwiched between
two membranes, three situations are to be considered: Both
of the two membrane surfaces touching a donor were
proximal to the retinal chromophore, one was proximal and
the other distal (as in Fig. 1, iv), or both were distal.
Averaging the three situations with statistical weights of
1:2:1 yields Eq. 9 with z for the proximal surface and z' =
4.5 nm + 1.4 nm - z for the distal surface. The membrane
area per bacteriorhodopsin A in Eq. 9 has been determined
to be 11 nm2 (Unwin and Henderson, 1975). The tilt angle
0 is again set at 670, which is within the experimental
values for native chromophore obtained by Heyn et al.
(1977). Thus we obtain z = 1.8 nm for the distance
between the donor and the proximal acceptor plane. The
retinal chromophore in the native purple membrane is thus
situated at a depth of 1.1 nm from a surface. The experi-
mental error in this number is estimated to be well within
0.3 nm, corresponding to a combined error in R60 (1 +
cos2 0) and kd(O) of more than twofold.

DISCUSSION

As is seen in the bottom row of Fig. 1, the results with
systems ii-iv in the present study as well as with systems i
and v in paper I are all consistent with a transmembrane
location of the retinal chromophore at a depth of 1.0 ± 0.3
nm from a surface of the purple membrane. Note that the
upper limits obtained in systems ii and iii correspond to the
ideal (unrealistic) situation where all membrane surfaces
are in direct contact with crystalline acceptors. The chro-
mophore is closer to one of the surfaces of the membrane
with a thickness of -4.5 nm. Below we discuss the charac-
teristics of the five systems and the validity of the assump-
tions made in the analyses. The major point is whether the
depth value could be an underestimate.

In system i, the donor was the reduced chromophore and
the acceptor was Co-EDTA in solution. The rapid diffu-
sion limit was attained in this system: The diffusion of
acceptor molecules was rapid enough to average out the
distribuiton of acceptors around each donor before signifi-
cant energy transfer had occurred. All donors were thus
equivalent, resulting in an exponential emission decay. The
determination of the initial decay rate kd(0) was therefore
simple, and the depth determined from Eq. 10 (the term
I/z'3 in Eq. 11 turned out to be negligible) was 0.8 ± 0.3
nm.

Assumptions b and e, uniform distribution of acceptors,
were involved in the analysis of system i. If the local
concentration of Co-EDTA near the membrane surface,
particularly in the vicinity of the chromophore site, was
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higher than the bulk concentration, the obtained depth of
0.8 nm is an underestimate. Thus we designed the experi-
ments with systems ii and iii, where the acceptors, Co-
EDTA or Ru(bpy)3CI2, were condensed on the membrane
surface. The upper limits of the depth value in these
systems, 1.5 nm in ii and 1.8 nm in iii, do not depend on
whether the assumptions b and e were actually met by
these systems, since the limits correspond to an ideal
situation of maximal packing. Also note that Co-EDTA
was negatively charged, whereas the ruthenium complex
was positive; the interaction of these complexes with the
membrane surface should be different from each other.

In the above three systems, the location was determined
for the reduced chromophore. Native retinal chromophore
was examined in system iv, which again indicated an
off-central location.

Since the number of the donors, the ruthenium complex,
per bacteriorhodopsin was rather small in system iv, the
assumption b may be questioned: The donors might have
been bound on the proximal membrane surface at a site(s)
immediately above the chromophore where the energy
transfer would be most efficient; then the depth value of
1.1 nm could be an underestimate. We therefore made
numerical evaluation of Eq. 5 for all possible locations of
the donor, assuming the most-probable in-plane disposition
of the chromophore determined previously (Kouyama et
al., 1981 b). The results showed that the depth value cannot
be greater than 1.4 nm as long as we maintain the
assumption c, random orientation of the donor (see below).
If all donors had adopted the same particular disposition
(orientation and position with respect to bacteriorhodop-
sin) that would maximize the energy transfer efficiency, a
very unlikely assumption, the depth could be 1.8 nm. Note,
however, that the experimental decay rate at the donor/
bacteriorhodopsin ratio of 10, when inserted into Eq. 9,
gives a depth of 1.2 nm. The 10 donors cannot occupy the
same site.
Now we examine the assumptions c or d, random

orientation of the metal complexes, for systems i through
iv. The assumptions have been introduced merely to facili-
tate the evaluation of the orientation factor K2 in Eq. 5.
Rigorous randomness is not required since a change in the
averaged orientation factor, (1 + COS2 0)/2 in Eqs. 9-11,
by more than a factor of two does not alter the depth value
beyond the experimental error quoted in Fig. 1. In particu-
lar, violation of the assumptions cannot lead to a large
upward revision of the depth value (e.g., see the paragraph
above and also Stryer [1978]). Both Co-EDTA and
Ru(bpy)3CI2 are globular. The latter, in particular, is
almost spherical with the ruthenium ion exactly at the
center. It is thus inconceivable that a unique orientation
had prevailed in the systems where the molar ratio of metal
complex to bacteriorhodopsin was > 1.

Analysis in the four systems above tacitly assumed that
the membrane surfaces are flat and featureless. If there
were a depression above or below the chromophore, the

"depth" we obtained would be an underestimate. For
systems ii-iv a remote possibility also exists that the metal
complexes might have penetrated below the surface of the
membrane during the drying procedure. (The possibility
that free Co2" unassociated with EDTA had acted as
acceptor was denied for system i by the addition of CoCl2
[Kouyama et al., 1983].) Although x-ray (Henderson,
1975) and neutron (Zaccai and Gilmore, 1979) diffraction
studies on membrane stacks obtained by drying have
already denied the presence of large depressions, we sought
for direct evidence in system v. A parallel stack of reduced
and native purple membranes were prepared and the
intermembrane energy transfer from the reduced chromo-
phore to native retinal was analyzed. The system corre-
sponds basically to case B in the Theoretical section. The
vertical distance z between the chromophore planes for a
pair of membranes with the proximal surfaces opposed
against each other was estimated to be 2.8 ± 0.3 nm. X-ray
measurements on the sample showed a stacking repeat of
5.0 nm; subtraction of the assumed membrane thickness of
-4.5 nm suggested a thickness A of intermembrane space
of 0.5 nm. The chromophore depth was therefore calcu-
lated as (z - A)/2 = 1.1 ± 0.3 nm. Below we examine
whether this value obtained in paper I could have been an
underestimate.
An extra assumption in the above analysis was that the

two kinds of membranes were mixed randomly in the stack,
parallel and antiparallel being undiscriminated. Any devi-
ation from the assumption, however, would lead to an
overestimated depth value, except for an unlikely tendency
of pairing of the two kinds of membranes with the proximal
surfaces opposed against each other. Also, any intermem-
brane spaces greater than A above left in the sample, as a
result of imperfect stacking, would lead to an overesti-
mated depth value. (This last statement applies to system
iv as well.)

Corresponding to the assumptions b and e, we assumed
in the analysis of system v in paper I that neither transla-
tional nor rotational correlations existed between adjacent
membranes. To assess the consequence of this assumption,
we again evaluated Eq. 5 numerically, assuming the most-
probable in-plane disposition of the chromophores. The
results showed that the depth value cannot exceed 1.5 nm
(z < 3.5 nm) for any arrangement of the membranes in the
stack, even in the complete absence of intermembrane
spaces greater than A. Thus, system v also denies the
central location and gives a depth value consistent with the
other four systems. The small depth values obtained with
the metal complexes are not due to the presence of
depressions that accommodate the complexes.

Finally we examine the assumption a, the Forster mech-
anism. The strongest argument in support of the mecha-
nism is the consistency of the answers in the five quite
different systems (Fig. 1, bottom row). The efficiency of
the assumed resonance interaction, as represented by R6,
varied by orders of magnitude among these systems, yet
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the final answers were similar to each other. Second is that
compounds related to the acceptors but lacking the
required spectral overlap failed to accelerate the emission
decay (Na-EDTA or Ca-EDTA versus Co-EDTA in sys-
tems i and ii, the reduced chromophore versus native
chromophore in systems iv and v). Third, other interactions
that may lead to deactivation of a donor, such as the
exchange interaction (Meares et al., 1981), are generally
characterized by a much steeper distance dependence and
are short-ranged, requiring a close contact between the
donor and acceptor. The chromophore in the purple mem-
brane, however, appears to be unexposed to the aqueous
phase. For example, quenchers such as 1- or Cs' in the
external solution failed to quench the fluorescence of the
reduced chromophore (Kouyama et al., 198 la; Tsetlin et
al., 1983). The reduction of the retinal chromophore by
borohydride does not proceed unless light activates the
photochemical reaction of bacteriorhodopsin (Peters et al.,
1976; Schreckenbach et al., 1977).
The discussion above shows that our conclusion does not

depend on particular assumptions. The center of the poly-
ene chain part, along which the transition moment lies, of
the retinal chromophore is located at a depth of 1.0 ± 0.3
nm from a surface of the purple membrane. Tsetlin et al.
(1983) have also obtained a similar depth value from the
analysis of energy transfer from the reduced chromophore
to lanthanide or cobalt ions on the membrane surface. The
chromophore must be outside the middle one-third of the
transmembrane section.
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